Mapping demand:
The 5G opportunity in enterprise for
communications service providers
IT decision-makers reveal their perceptions of 5G and their plans for deployment

Businesses reveal their
plans and expectations
for 5G

5G has always been about much more than faster mobile connectivity
for consumer devices. Its high capacity and ultra-low latency are also
key enablers of business transformation – paving the way for wider
use of the Internet of Things (IoT) as well as remote, automated and
autonomous operations.
Communications service providers (CSPs) who adopt intelligent
strategies to target the enterprise market stand to reap the rewards.
But with so many possible use cases, and so many sectors looking to
adopt 5G, where should CSPs focus their efforts?
To answer that question, we surveyed 1,000 IT decision-makers
about their perceptions of 5G and their plans for 5G deployment.
This report presents a detailed summary of our findings, augmented
with qualitative data from 15 in-depth interviews with potential 5G
networking industry users and ecosystem players.
Throughout, we’ve included insights and advice to help CSPs develop
a winning 5G strategy for the enterprise market.

How to use this report
We’ve presented the findings through four lenses, to help you find
the insights that interest you most:
■ Use case: The top five use cases for industry adoption of 5G,
ranked by appeal
■ Industry sector: Preferred use cases and adoption timescales in
key vertical sectors
■ Timescale: Respondents’ plans for near-term and longer-term
deployment
■ Company size: Planned use cases for 5G and adoption timescales
by size of organization
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Who we spoke to
Online survey
■ 1,000 IT decision makers in the US and UK
■ Small, medium and large organizations
■ 7 industry sectors: energy, retail, manufacturing, government
and public safety, automotive and transportation, media and
advertising, education
■ Decision-makers were asked only about 5G use cases relevant to
their sector

Telephone interviews
In-depth interviews with 15 current and potential 5G networking
industry users and ecosystem players across target industry sectors.
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A note on COVID-19
This study was completed in January
2020, before the global COVID-19
outbreak. Where relevant, we’ve added
commentary about the likely effects of
COVID-19.
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Key findings:
What 1,000 IT decision-makers told us
about 5G

1. They’re familiar with 5G and many are using it, but more
education is still needed
The majority (65%) of IT decision-makers are familiar with 5G. One-third (34%) are already
using 5G and almost all are highly satisfied with its speed, capacity, and responsiveness. In
many cases, CSPs positioning 5G-enabled services will be pushing on an open door. A large
minority (30%), however, said they need more information about what 5G can do for their
organization before starting to plan. This lack of information is the second biggest barrier to
adoption after lack of 5G coverage.

65%

of IT decision-makers are
already familiar with 5G

2. 47% are making plans to deploy 5G
Not only are IT professionals familiar with 5G, nearly half the decision-makers we surveyed
said their organizations are planning for 5G now. Increased coverage combined with industry
“buzz” from 5G-enabled products have sparked their imagination. A shift to remote and
automated working prompted by COVID-19 is likely to increase interest.

3. Video monitoring is the most appealing use case
Of the five use cases we tested, IT professionals rated video most appealing – even above
pure connectivity services like enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and 5G fixed wireless
access (FWA). Most are already using video for monitoring, and can easily imagine how 5G can
bring together higher quality streaming and advanced video analytics to enable real-time
detection of faces, objects, risks and incidents.

4. Energy and manufacturing are leading the way
Energy and manufacturing firms are most interested in 5G, and are exploring its potential
for advanced use cases including drone-based video surveillance, remote machine control,
and cloud robotics. The impact of COVID-19 may be felt here and in other industries, as
companies accelerate the transition to remote and automated operations.

%

47

are making plans to
deploy 5G

61%

look to partner with
mobile network providers
to guide 5G plans

5. CSPs have an opportunity to become trusted advisers
Most respondents said they would look to a mobile operator for guidance as they draw
up their 5G deployment plan, which is good news for CSPs looking to diversify beyond
connectivity into industry services. Systems integrators also scored highly on this question,
though, so CSPs will remain challenged. Acquiring industry expertise and insight, and
developing an ecosystem of partners will help CSPs better compete and win.
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5G awareness and
familiarity
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5G awareness and familiarity
There have been vibrant discussions within the telecom industry about
potential 5G applications for enterprises. But exactly how familiar are
business IT decision-makers with 5G, and where are they with their plans
for deployment?

There are heartening answers. Just about two-thirds (65%) of decision-makers we surveyed
are familiar with 5G and 78% find it appealing. All of the key benefits of 5G – increased
reliability, higher throughput, low latency, and the ability to support many devices – were
rated as appealing by more than 90% of respondents, painting a picture of a highly desirable
technology.

5G has high appeal when decision-makers know what it can do
Around one-third of respondents report personally using 5G today, and the vast majority of
them are happy with its speed, coverage and reliability. That’s important not just because it
shows that 5G is industry-ready, but because the endorsement of early adopters will spur
others to transition to 5G too.
On the other hand, these findings also suggest that a good one-third of business IT decisionmakers are not yet familiar with 5G or its capabilities, indicating that more education is
needed. Indeed, 30% said they would like more information about what 5G can do for their
organization before starting to plan for it.
Anecdotally, we learned through interviews that when decision-makers see first-hand the kind
of 5G-enabled equipment that’s now available, and learn what it can do for their organization,
they are keen to get on board.

5G familiarity and use

65%

35%

% Familiar with 5G

5

% Use 5G
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Planning for 5G

Reasons for lack of 5G planning
Waiting until 5G is more widely available

20%
Yes

54%
47%

30%

No
Not Sure

Need more information, not sure what 5G will mean for our organization

33%

Want to get the most out of our current networking equipment before upgrading

28%

Planning for 5G is well underway, with coverage
the main barrier to adoption
There’s good news in terms of readiness too, with nearly half (47%)
of decision-makers saying they are already planning for 5G. The
energy sector is the most advanced, with 61% of organizations
currently planning for 5G use. Both planning and rollout are
more advanced in the large business segment, with 57% of large
businesses saying they are either investing in 5G now or within the
next 12 months.

5G holds high appeal and 47% of
businesses are already planning for
it . Increasing coverage and education
about the industry benefits of 5G will
spur further interest and investment .

The biggest barrier to adoption is coverage, with 54% of those who
are not currently planning for it saying they’re waiting for 5G to be
available in more places. It’s a particular barrier for larger, multisite and multinational businesses, which would prefer to be able to
implement 5G services everywhere rather than have some locations
running ahead of others. After coverage, education is the next barrier,
and a further 28% say they want to make the most of their existing
network equipment before upgrading.
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Five enterprise use cases
for 5G
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Five enterprise use cases for 5G
There is a vast array of potential applications for 5G. Anywhere there’s a
need for fast, seamless connectivity and data transfer is an area where
5G can deliver value.

For this study, we selected five overarching use cases likely to be of
most interest to organizations based on Nokia Bell Labs research.
We validated those findings with CSPs in our 2019 report Beyond
connectivity: CSP perspectives on higher-value 5G use cases.
■ FWA: 5G provides an alternative or back-up to wired broadband,
particularly for small and midsize businesses, pop-up events and
remote locations where fiber coverage isn’t available.

Video holds the most appeal
We discovered that two 5G video use cases – detection and
surveillance – came out top overall, outranking even eMBB in terms
of their appeal to organizations. Remote control of machinery,
connected vehicles, FWA and cloud robotics all ranked highly, while
respondents were less certain about the appeal of Augmented Reality
(AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) for their current business operations.

■ Video surveillance and detection: 5G extends and enhances video
monitoring by allowing streaming from vehicles and non-wired
locations, and can be teamed with AI and analytics for real-time
object detection and alerting.
■ Immersive experiences (AR and VR): 5G is set to be a catalyst
for industry adoption of augmented and virtual reality; immersive
technologies with potential uses ranging from employee training to
customer engagement.
■ Connected machinery and cloud robotics: 5G is one of the
key enabling technologies of Industry 4.0, in which sensors and
connected equipment drive transformational improvements in
efficiency, productivity, quality and safety.
■ Connected vehicles: 5G is a key enabler of vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure communications, supporting innovations
in automotive navigation and safety that are paving the way for
autonomous vehicles.

Mapping the enterprise 5G opportunity:
By use case
A key aim of our research was to assess enterprise perception of
specific 5G-enabled services. We asked respondents to rate each use
case in terms of its appeal to their organizations. For comparison
purposes, we also asked each respondent to rate the appeal of
mobile broadband.
It’s important to note that not every respondent saw every use case
– rather we only presented use cases that would be relevant to their
organization. For example, respondents who said their organization
doesn’t use vehicles were not asked about the connected vehicles
use case.
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Appeal of 5G use cases
Video detection and alerts

83%
Video surveillance

83%
eMBB

78%
Remote controlled machinery

77%
FWA

75%
Connected vehicles

73%
Cloud robotics

71%
Augmented reality

55%
Virtual reality

53%
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5G FWA is the near term opportunity
5G use case most likely to be
implemented by your organization

Asking which use cases the respondents were most likely to
implement elicited a slightly different story.
Here, FWA emerged as by far the strongest near-term opportunity,
followed by video surveillance and detection. While large enterprises
are more likely to pursue private wireless solutions, FWA is a realistic
option for small and midsize businesses, making it the lowesthanging fruit for CSPs in the SMB segment. Video remains the best
near-term entry point for larger organizations.
The outlook for individual use cases can be impacted by more
information, as our industry interviews suggest organizations lack
knowledge about what 5G can do for them. The more CSPs invest in
helping different industries better understand how 5G can be used
to accelerate or achieve their business initiatives, the more likely
organizations will be to implement them.

FWA

67%
Live video surveillance

38%
Video detection with alerts

20%
Remote controlled machinery

14%
Cloud robotics

13%
Connected cars

5G video surveillance is the most
popular use case across the board, but
for SMBs, 5G FWA is a promising near
term opportunity for CSPs .

9

10%
AR

6%
VR

4%
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5G fixed wireless access

Fixed wireless access emerged from our survey as a strong nearterm opportunity with small and midsize businesses. 73% of SMBs
surveyed find 5G FWA appealing as an alternative or back-up to wired
broadband, as long as it can perform as well or better than wired
options.

Preferred provider of 5G FWA
Mobile provider

67%

Midsize businesses are willing to pay more
One of the most interesting findings is that 70% of midsize
businesses said they’d be willing to pay 10% more to get 5G FWA
than they currently pay for wired broadband. Attractions include 5G’s
speed and capacity, but also the comparative ease and speed of
installation as well as the possibility of bundling business mobile and
business broadband into one plan.

Current internet service provider

While the opportunities for CSPs are clear, there are also some
hurdles to overcome. One-third of SMBs are not yet convinced that
5G speeds can rival wired broadband, so CSPs will need to be able to
prove this is the case.

Other internet service providers in your area

45%
Technology company

40%
25%
Pay-TV provider

20%

New competition
Respondents also indicated a willingness to receive 5G FWA from a
range of provider types. 40% of SMB respondents said they’d be
open to receiving 5G connectivity from a tech giant like Amazon or
Google, while significant numbers (13-20%) said they’d be willing
to get it from a pay-TV company, utility or security system provider.
While this potentially means more competition, many CSPs will see
opportunities to partner that maximize reach and market share.
Emphasizing existing customer service and technical support
capabilities could help CSPs to win more business.

Likely to pay for 5G FWA
Costs 10% more than
fixed broadband service

The same

Electric utility/energy provider

15%
Security system provider

13%
Retailer

13%

73% of small and medium businesses
rate 5G FWA appealing

Costs 10% less than
fixed broadband service

79% 80%
71% 68%

70%

65%

57%

57%

73%

48%

Small business

10

Medium business

Among all
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5G video monitoring

5G-enabled video monitoring was the top-rated use case across the
whole respondent base, with 83% finding it appealing. That’s partly
because 75% of the organizations surveyed are already using some
form of video monitoring today – whether it’s monitoring premises,
people coming and going, or operations.
Respondents can readily grasp the additional value that 5G can
bring to video, with almost all citing high-quality and uninterrupted
video streams, live mobile video capture, feeds from multiple video
streams, and streaming from where wi-fi is not available as appealing
benefits.

Access control is the top use case
Detection and alerting is a high-value video use case that applies
AI and analytics to streaming video from one or more 5G-enabled
cameras, and triggers an alert when something happens. Object
detection, face detection and anomaly detection are key capabilities
in this category.

Energy and manufacturing were the most interested in using video
to detect product defects or process anomalies. For example, our
interviews revealed that energy providers are investing in drone video
surveillance for plants and pipelines, while manufacturers are using
it to monitor production lines for inefficiencies and defects. 5G’s
high-quality streaming will allow defects and risks to be spotted in
real time.
The findings suggest that alert applications designed to meet
specific business needs will be well received by enterprise customers.
Detection of product defects will appeal to manufacturers, while door
monitoring and alerting will be valuable for small businesses. Large
businesses told us they were most interested in incident notifications,
for example being alerted when someone has fallen and needs help.

Desired video detection alerts
View employees and vistors coming and going

My organization can use 5G to increase

62%
View someone at the door

security across the organization with the
live camera feeds and face detection . My
organization is a hospital so it would be
great to use this technology to detect

52%
Receive an alert if someone has fallen or needs help

47%
Know a package has arrived

43%
Receive an alert if an object you tagged has been moved

if a patient has fallen or is in some
type of medical distress so a code can
immediately be called .

42%
Detect product deficiencies or process abnormalities

41%
Automatically tag and index people in videos

39%
From the responses we can see that there’s high interest in adding AIdriven detection and alerting to existing monitoring capabilities – for
example, knowing who’s coming and going from the premises, when
there’s someone at the door and who they are, or when someone
needs help.
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Personalize temperature, lighting preferences

31%
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Payment preferences for 5G video service

33%

23%

18%

14%

12%

Bundle with
internet bill

Pay service fee to
security provider

Bundle with
mobile bill

Pay no ongoing bill, but
pay more for the camera
upfront

Pay service fee to
camera manufacturer

Security vendors will be a key channel to market
Asked about purchasing intent, 62% said they would very likely buy
at least one 5G video camera, with 48% saying 5G video was likely to
be a near-term (0-4 years) investment. Most envisaged paying for
5G video as part of their internet or mobile bill, but almost a quarter
(23%) said they could see paying their security provider for it as part
of a suite of security services.
Since many organizations will obtain video cameras as part of a larger
suite of services provided by a security specialist, security providers
will be an important channel to market for CSPs looking to capitalize
on industry interest in 5G video. Seeking out partnerships and
educating security providers on the availability and capabilities of 5G
cameras will contribute to success.
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I would also like to see a more advanced
form of surveillance which acts as a
proactive measure to prevent issues
such as accidents before they happen .
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Connected machinery and
cloud robotics

Connected equipment and cloud-connected robotics are key enablers of Industry 4.0, in
which manufacturing and other operations are highly automated and responsive to changes in
demand.
Two use cases for 5G emerge here. The first is remote control of equipment, where 5G’s low
latency enables human operators to precisely steer drones, cranes and other equipment
for industrial and rescue applications. Although current 4G networks can support machine
remote-control applications in some situations, 5G enables additional valuable benefits that
respondents found appealing – such as higher-quality video of the machinery at work. Remote
control using haptic feedback – made possible by 5G’s lower latency – is a more experiential
benefit that may require more hands-on demonstration.
The second use case is cloud robotics, where robotic equipment sends sensor data to the
cloud for processing and, in an automated scenario, receives instructions back. With the heavy
lifting being done in the cloud, the robotic machinery needs less local processing capacity and
can therefore be more lightweight and lower cost.
5G enables low-latency transfer of sensor data to and from many robots, including in nonwired locations, paving the way for increased industrial automation. While most organizations
are interested in cloud robotics to enhance process automation, sensor data to and from
machines is a leading use case for cloud robotics, and a valuable application of 5G.

Value of benefits of 5G for
remote controlled machinery

Cloud robotics 5G use cases

High quality video (HD) of cameras

91%

60%
52%

Increase in reliability as more remote control applications are used in a given area

39%

90%

35%

Increase in the number and quality of video cameras

87%
Lower latency allowing enhanced remote control via haptic/tactile feedback

84%
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Enhanced
industrial process
automation

Collaborative
automated
robots

Enhanced
real-time
digital twins

Simpler
robots
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70%+ of organizations using industrial
equipment find 5G use cases appealing

High appeal of 5G for cloud robotics
by industry
Automotive/transportation

62%
Retail

78%

53%

70%
Energy

50%
Manufacturing/logistics

Remote machine
control

48%

Cloud robotics
Others

59%

Preferred provider for 5G
connected equipment
Systems integrator

Telecom provider

39%

Machinery manufacturer

39%
34%

33%
28%

27%

Remote controlled machinery

Cloud robotics

Existing users are the most willing to embrace 5G COVID-19 may accelerate the move to 5G
For both use cases, the appeal of 5G is much higher among
organizations that are currently using connected equipment and
cloud robotics. 78% of organizations that are already using networkconnected equipment find 5G appealing, while 82% of organizations
that use cloud robotics today are interested in the added value that
5G can bring – compared to just 36% of those that don’t.
Manufacturing, energy and automotive are the key sectors, with
manufacturing and energy primarily interested in 5G-enabled remote
control, and automotive in 5G-enabled cloud robotics.
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While only 28% of the organizations interested in these use cases
considered them a near-term (0-4 years) investment at the time of
our survey, the social and travel restrictions imposed by COVID-19
are now greatly accelerating many manufacturers’ plans for remote
control, remote surveillance and robotic automation.
There is a significant opportunity for CSPs to explore here, as <34%
of respondents said they would prefer to purchase or lease 5G
connected equipment from a telecom provider. As with other industry
use cases, though, CSPs are likely to face strong competition from
systems integrators for the customer’s business.
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Connected vehicles

This use case only applies to organizations that use vehicles in their
operations, so we addressed our questions only to respondents
whose organizations use vehicles in some way.

Appeal of 5G connected vehicles

We found that 54% of them already make use of the connectivity
features in their vehicle or fleet – mostly for navigation and driver
assistance, but also for route and driver monitoring, and for
diagnostics and maintenance.

14%
Highly appealing

Security and paying passenger transportation
are key segments
Of the organizations that use vehicles, 74% overall find 5G appealing,
but the level of appeal varies depending on the way vehicles are used.

12%

Appealing
Neutral

58%
16%

Not appealing

We found higher interest in 5G among organizations where the vehicle
is being used for safety and security purposes (for example, police
vehicles, private vehicles patrolling premises) and for transportation
of non-employees (for example, taxis, ride-sharing organizations,
hospitality shuttles).
CSPs drawing up strategies to address this market will therefore find
it more productive to segment sales and marketing campaigns by
organizational use of vehicles, rather than segmenting by vertical.

High appeal of 5G connected vehicles - by current use type
Safety/security vehicles

75%
Transportation of non-employees

74%
Vehicles used in production of good or service

72%
Transportation of employees around/between campuses

66%
Regional/nationwide delivery of goods

65%
Vehicles for remote, in-field, or mobile workers

65%
Local delivery of goods/services to customers

64%
Among all

58%
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Better navigation and safety are the top
perceived benefits of 5G

Value of benefits of 5G for
connected vehicles
More cost-eﬀective road transportation

93%
Increased road safety

91%
Enhanced vehicle communications

91%
HD-quality navigation, precise location info

91%
Faster internet for video applications

85%
Assisted and autonomous driving

79%
Remote vehicle control

78%

Making the case for 5G-connected vehicles may be tougher than for
other use cases, since data is processed locally in the vehicle for many
features, and many connected features (auto-calling of emergency
assistance, for example) don’t require a high-bandwidth, low-latency
connection.
However, respondents showed strong interest in areas where 5G
can help make road transportation more cost-effective and less
risky. Safety features like real-time warnings of hazards ahead can
reduce the rate of accidents, in turn reducing the cost of insurance
premiums. 5G-assisted precise navigation can increase efficiency and
reduce fuel spend.
Enhanced vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communications, meanwhile, can help emergency services find and
get to accidents faster and bring the right equipment.

Over-the-air updates are an underexplored
benefit
One interesting opportunity to keep in mind is the use of 5G for over
the air (OTA) updates to in-vehicle software. Only one-quarter (24%)
of respondents make use of this today, but the advent of 5G will
make OTA updates much easier, creating revenue opportunities for
automakers and dealers. As manufacturers look for ways to servitize
their products for recurring subscription revenue, continuous updates
present an attractive proposition.
No clear model emerges in terms of where organizations expect to
source connectivity for their fleet. While there’s a slight preference
for either the vehicle manufacturer or a systems integrator, 30% of
connected vehicle operators said they’d expect to pay a telecoms
provider. So there are opportunities here for CSPs to explore both
partnerships and direct-to-customer revenue models.
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Immersive experiences

Augmented and virtual reality are use cases where 5G has the
potential to catalyze more widespread adoption. Today, while
55% of organizations surveyed see the appeal of these immersive
technologies, only half that number are actually using them.

Use and appeal of 5G AR and VR

5G’s ability to remove the data processing from the device could spur
the production of cheaper and more lightweight headsets that can
be used anywhere there’s 5G connectivity. That’s crucial because our
survey shows there’s a strong grasp of the value AR and VR can bring,
but adoption is currently lagging behind awareness.

Informational applications hold the most appeal
Two distinct sub-use cases emerged from the study. The first is the
use of 5G-enabled AR and VR for informational applications, and our
survey uncovered high interest in their uses for a range of operations
including training, safety, quality assurance, and retail sales support.
For the second subset, entertainment, only one-fifth to one-third
of respondents found possibilities like immersive brand experiences
appealing. Perhaps surprisingly, this was just as true in B2C verticals
like media, advertising and retail as in B2B. This suggests that CSPs
looking to spark demand for 5G-enabled immersive experiences
should focus on informational use cases as a priority.

5G AR/VR appeal for operations

55%

26%

25%

Currently
use AR

53%

Rate 5G AR
appealing

Currently
use VR

Rate 5G VR
appealing

5G AR/VR appeal for consumer-facing industries

Employee training

Allow customers to preview service or location
%

42%

52

Information on products and inventory for staﬀ

Safety, security, or emergency assistance
%

42%

43
Information on products, inventory, services for staﬀ

Allow customer to visualize item

34%
Inspection for quality assurance

42%
Enhance shopping experience in-store

32%
Oﬀer experiences as part of product/service

41%
Oﬀer experiences as part of product/service

23%
Oﬀer experiences for brand engagement/marketing

32%
Oﬀer experiences for brand engagement/marketing

%

20

27%

Both B2C and B2B (operations) sectors rate informational uses of AR and VR above entertainment uses.
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COVID-19 could accelerate investment in 5G AR
and VR
Most respondents interested in AR and VR use cases saw them
as longer-term opportunity (5+ years). However, we now expect
to see accelerated interest in informational use cases as a result
of COVID-19, as they facilitate operations like remote training,
supervision, installation, inspection and maintenance.
For example, companies could use AR to guide a customer through
an installation or repair rather than dispatching an engineer. In Retail,
the ability for customers to use AR to visualize an item in their home
could help to spur online sales of high-ticket items while physical
shops are closed. Both of these use cases also have clear ongoing
value once the pandemic has passed.
In the Education sector, over two-thirds (67%) of respondents saw
significant value in providing immersive, interactive experiences
to help students with differing educational needs engage more
effectively with learning materials. The use of 5G-enabled apps to
enable virtual interactions with students and faculty staff was also
appealing to 57% of respondents in this sector.
With in-store retail not possible in many locations, brands and
retailers need new ways to engage customers. 5G AR/VR can enhance
the online shopping experience by allowing consumers to visualize
products in their homes or on their persons.

Appeal of 5G-enabled immersive apps
for education
Provide access to interactive education experiences

67%
Interact virtually with students or faculty in other locations

57%
Unique travel, gaming or entertainment experiences

33%

CSPs have a unique advantage in
offering a complete solution, over 3rd
party AR/VR software vendors .

While one-third of respondents said they’d look to buy 5G immersive
apps direct from the developer, this would place considerable strain
on software companies with no field force for installation, training or
technical support for the hardware and connectivity. CSPs have an
opportunity to partner with app developers to provide not just the
connectivity but also the service and support required.

Immersive lessons with AR and VR and
smart classes that save teachers time
where you can download videos in
seconds can also be greater assistance
for students with special needs and
generating more flexible learning.
– Education respondent
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Mapping the 5G opportunity
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Mapping the 5G opportunity:
by industry sector

This survey gathered input from IT decision-makers in each of
seven industries. From the responses, we determined that larger,
private-sector organizations hold the most promise in terms of
their perception of 5G as a value driver and their resources and
timelines for investing in 5G.

5G also opens up a range of new platforms and formats for
advertising content. 5G-enabled AR will allow shoppers to try on
clothes, makeup and accessories, for example, enabling brands
to engage consumers with rich experiences. The location-specific
opportunities are highly intriguing too – with 5G making it possible to
market in real time to attendees of large festivals and sports events.

Energy
Energy is an attractive market for 5G for several reasons. A majority
(63%) of energy respondents said 5G holds high appeal for them,
46% said they are investing in 5G now, and many are exploring
advanced and higher-value use cases.

High appeal of 5G by industry
Media/advertising

71%
Manufacturing/logistics

66%
Retail

In particular, energy providers are interested in use cases like drone
video surveillance of pipelines, plants and infrastructure, both for
safety reasons and for business efficiency. Real-time streaming
of high-definition video from drones, combined with analytics for
detection, can help energy providers to locate risks and defects,
helping to prevent leaks and other incidents.

65%
Energy

63%
Automotive/transportation

59%
Government/Public safety

58%
Education

57%
Others

53%

Media and Advertising
With 71% of respondents saying it holds high appeal, the media and
advertising industry is looking closely at the possibilities of the next
generation network.
Beyond 5G’s faster load speeds, which mean ads may be seen more
often on mobile devices, media and advertising businesses see new
opportunities to deliver higher quality, interactive experiences across
different device types. Experiences could range from immersive news
stories told in virtual reality, to in-game content on cloud gaming
platforms.
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“We’ve started a drone inspection
company to better manage nuclear
facility inspection . There’s a lot of real
estate to cover and it’s extremely costly
to have workers inspect nuclear facilities,
with a lot of OSHA considerations to do
that safely . It’s a very cumbersome and
expensive part of the process”
– Energy respondent

The energy sector is also a pioneer of the Internet of Things, using
sensors deployed throughout the grid to continuously collect data
and create a ‘digital twin’ of a facility or distribution network. 5G will
significantly facilitate the collection of data from many sensors in
real time, enabling energy companies to improve grid maintenance
and resilience. With a digital twin supported by real-time sensor data
delivered via 5G, portions of the grid could be isolated and shut down
in emergencies, for example.
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Talking about very sector-specific use cases like this will help energy
providers to understand the true potential of 5G and may help to
accelerate and broaden adoption.

83%

of respondents find video
surveillance and object
detection appealing

“From a grid reliability/ maintenance
perspective, utilities have had such a
difficult time managing thousands of
miles of wiring in rugged areas; using
sensors across the grid to detect issues
will be huge.”
- Energy respondent

Energy providers could also be an interesting channel to market for
CSPs in the consumer 5G segment. Some providers have diversified into
home broadband and home security, leveraging their existing fleet, field
force and billing relationships. This makes them potentially attractive
partners for 5G, as our consumer survey revealed that around one-fifth
of consumers in the US and UK would consider receiving FWA from their
energy provider.

Manufacturing
Manufacturing is another key sector, both for near-term
opportunities like video monitoring and remote-controlled equipment
and robotics, as well as for longer-term investments in AR and VR.

Existing users of connected equipment are the best
target
Our findings show that interest in 5G is highest in organizations that
are already using some form of video surveillance and connected
equipment. Manufacturing companies rank highly on both counts,
with 76% of respondents already using connected machinery, and
high proportions using video for both security monitoring and defect
detection.

An interesting opportunity in
premises security
Although we didn’t survey security providers
for this study, the premises security industry
as a whole emerged as a very strong
potential channel to market for CSPs.
Video surveillance and object detection are
the most popular 5G use case across the
board, appealing to 83% of respondents.
While very small businesses may only
need one 5G camera, organizations with
more sophisticated security monitoring
requirements are likely to turn to a security
systems provider, creating significant
partnership opportunities for CSPs.
Many providers are in the process of
upgrading their equipment ahead of the
3G sunset, and would benefit from leaping
straight to 5G rather than having to upgrade
again from 4G in a short timescale. Direct
conversations with security providers about
what’s possible with 5G video, and how best
to position it to end-users, could pave the
way for partnerships that benefit all parties.
Lastly, as with energy providers, home
security providers could be an interesting
channel to market for consumer 5G FWA,
leveraging their existing fleets, technicians
and billing relationships. Many are gearing up
to add broadband to their security bundles,
and by partnering with CSPs they could also
add 5G FWA into their service mix.

Like the energy sector, Manufacturing is also interested in highervalue use cases for 5G. Almost half (47%) of respondents are already
using video to detect product defects, and 33% are using it for object
detection and recognition. 5G will enable more video cameras to
be installed in more places, and for video to be streamed without
interruption and in higher definition.
Teaming 5G video with analytics and AI will enable product defects
to be detected sooner and more easily. This could be highly valuable
for manufacturers as COVID-19 continues to restrict travel and social
contact, by allowing product designers and engineers to view realtime video from production lines without travelling to the production
site. The same is true of 5G connected equipment and cloud robotics,
which have the potential to automate some processes while people
stay at home.
Manufacturing also registered the highest interest in AR and VR, with
potential applications in this sector including visual inspection and
quality assurance as well as training employees to evaluate product
quality.
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Current use of video surveillance by industry

Energy

64%

49%

53%

44%

35%

12%

Manufacturing

64%

48%

60%

47%

33%

10%

Among all

55%

44%

42%

25%

23%

25%

Security/
surveillance of
building/facility

Monitoring of
employees/
vistors/people

Monitoring of
environment or
workplace site

Product defect
detection

Object detection
or recognition

None

In all industries, vertical expertise will be critical
It’s clear from our study that even in industries with high awareness
of 5G and where plans are already advancing, organizations will need
information and expert guidance to help them maximize the value of
the 5G opportunity.
CSPs that can talk knowledgeably to organizations about their sectorspecific challenges and benefits, and propose interesting and relevant
use cases that deliver tangible business value, will be welcomed as a
trusted partner and advisor.

Energy, manufacturing and premises
security are the most promising
verticals. Developing industry expertise
and partnerships will be critical to
maximize market share

For CSPs keen to diversify beyond connectivity into industry services,
that will mean ramping up on industry knowledge and expertise to
compete with consultancies and integrators. However, the scale of
the opportunity in key verticals means it could be an investment well
worth making.
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Mapping the 5G opportunity:
by investment timeframe

To help CSPs draw up the most effective strategies for the industry
market, we asked respondents about their plans and timescales to
deploy 5G in their operations.

Time frame by company size
The good news is that 30% of respondents are already underway with
5G investments, with a further 18% planning to do so in the next 1-4
years.
In particular, 46% of energy respondents said their organizations are
currently investing in 5G, compared to 30% overall, making energy an
attractive sector for CSPs to focus marketing efforts.

In the SMB segment, 5G FWA is also a large near-term opportunity,
with 44% of respondents seeing it as something to deploy in the next
four years, and only 17% of SMBs seeing it as not relevant for them.
The remaining use cases – connected vehicles, remote-controlled
machinery, cloud robotics, VR and AR – were all primarily seen as
longer-term opportunities at the time of the survey, although it’s
worth noting that between one-quarter and one-third still saw them
as interesting for the near term.
COVID-19 may have shifted perceptions on some of these use cases,
too, particularly around remote control of machinery and cloud
robotics, as well as 5G-enabled technologies that enable new forms
of remote work and training.

Time frame by use case
To determine the most immediate industry applications of 5G, we
asked which use cases respondents see as near-term opportunities,
and which as longer-term opportunities for their organization.
Video emerged as the biggest near-term opportunity, with 48%
of respondents seeing a use for live video surveillance, or live
surveillance with object detection, in the next four years. Nearly all
respondents (92%) think they will deploy 5G-enabled video at some
point, with only 8% saying they see no opportunity for it in their
organization.

5G investment time frame by company size
Currently
investing in 5G

Next 12
months

1–4 years

5–9 years

10 or more
years

Video and FWA are the largest near-term
5G opportunities . COVID-19 may also
accelerate plans for 5G-enabled remote
controlled machinery, cloud robotics, and
immersive experiences.

Time frame for 5G use case deployment
Near-term opportunity
(0–4years)

Never

Long-term opportunity
(5 or more years)

No opportunity

Live video surveillance

48%
Small business

12%

44%

8%

Video detection with alerts

22%

36%

15%

45%

7%

45%

10%

FWA
Medium business

44%

37%

19%

31%

8% 3%

39%

17%

Connected cars

34%

46%

20%

Remote-controlled machinery

Large business

44%

13%

30%

9% 3%

29%

46%

25%

46%

26%

Cloud robotics

28%

Among all
AR

30%

18%

32%

11% 5%

24%

40%

36%

VR

23%
23

38%

39%
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Mapping the 5G opportunity:
by company size

Survey respondents represent companies of different sizes as follows:
■ Small: 1-49 employees
■ Medium: 50-499 employees
■ Large: 500+ employees

Large businesses are investing now, with video
use cases a priority
Large businesses are the most interested in 5G use cases, with 72%
ranking 5G as having high appeal. 67% of businesses earning between
$5m and $10m in annual revenue said 5G holds appeal, dropping to
46% for with revenues of less than $500k.
As we saw in the previous section, large businesses are also the
biggest early adopters of 5G, with 44% investing now and a
further 13% aiming to invest in the next 12 months. Medium-sized
businesses are moving quickly too, with 37% investing now and a
further 18% in the year ahead.

Small businesses prioritize FWA – with other use
cases to come later
By contrast, most small businesses see 5G as a longer-term
investment, with only one-third (34%) investing now and in the 12
months to come. Despite this, SMBs remain a very attractive market
for CSPs, as they overwhelmingly see 5G FWA as their preferred use
case, and are most likely to look to their mobile carrier to provide it.
For the more advanced use cases, video surveillance and detection
holds the most appeal for organizations of all sizes, and should be
another key area of focus for CSPs. Based on our overall finding that
organizations are more likely to invest in 5G if they’re already using
the kinds of services that 5G can enhance, large businesses are the
most promising target for video services as they are the highest
users of video surveillance and detection today.

% of organizations ranking 5G as highly appealing
Company size

Company revenue

72%
64%

24

65%

$500K –
$999K

$1M–$4 .9M

67%
60%

46%

45%

Small
(1–49)
employees

65%

Medium
(50-499)
employees

Large
(500+)
employees

< $500K

$5M–$9 .9M

$10M+
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Partners for guiding 5G planning by company size
Mobile network operators

System integrators/IT consultants

Telecom infrastructure companies

62%

59%

App developers that specialize in our industry

61%

61%
48%

40%

38%

36%
%

30

35%

36%
31%
26%

22% 22%
14%

Small business

Medium business

An opportunity for CSPs to become a trusted
partner to industry
There’s good news for CSPs in that organizations of all sizes are most
likely to look to a mobile provider for advice and guidance on 5G
adoption.
However, CSPs will face strong competition from systems integrators
in the medium and large business segment. Integrators have typically
developed deep insights and expertise into industry needs and
challenges, which have earned them the trust of large businesses.
CSPs looking to diversify into this sector will need to acquire similar
levels of expertise to be successful.
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Large business

Among all

Organizations with 500+ employees
and $5-10m revenue are the largest
immediate market for 5G . CSPs will
need to develop industry expertise to
effectively compete.
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Purchasing considerations
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Purchasing considerations

In order to expand the 5G opportunity to enterprises, we asked
respondents what their organizations are looking to achieve with
their IT investments and what they are planning to invest in. We also
wanted to explore attitudes towards CSPs and other providers to
understand the competitive landscape.

Purpose of IT investments
Achieve more eﬃcient operations

49%

Business objectives guiding IT investments
Almost all of the business objectives cited by respondents can be
enhanced with 5G. Organizations can improve efficiency by gathering
data from sensors in real-time to guide faster – and often automated
– decision-making.
When it comes to customer experience, AR and VR have high
engagement potential – for example by allowing consumers to
preview an item in their home before buying, or to walk through their
new home before it’s built. 5G can enhance the customer experience
in myriad other ways, too: from enabling rapid setup of broadband
connectivity with FWA, to warning drivers of connected vehicles about
hazards ahead.
Safety and quality objectives can be more easily met by conducting
real-time surveillance and defect detection using 5G video cameras.
Remote control of machinery and AR-guided training can also boost
safety, by removing humans from potentially hazardous situations.
5G can help to support field and remote workers by providing
information and instructions via an AR overlay, or by delivering
immersive training via VR, meaning the worker doesn’t need to travel
to a training site.

Secure sensitive data

44%
Enhance customer experience

43%
Maintain a safe workplace environment

43%
Ensure product or process quality

36%
Support remote or in-field workers

30%
Connect to remote or in-field equipment

25%
Guide product development

Demonstrating ROI will be key to success

24%

5G ultimately supports many business objectives, so CSPs will be well
served by understanding which objectives matter most to individual
customers and helping them develop a business case to achieve
them with 5G.
Our interviews revealed that decision-makers become enthused
about 5G when they see specific contexts in which it can be used,
suggesting that concrete examples and case studies will help to
speed adoption.
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Drivers of partnership with CSPs

Challenges with current technology partners

Includes 24/7 technical support

Cost

46%
Provides excellent customer service

43%

61%
Too specialized

25%

Provides competitive pricing to other partner types

42%

Poor communication

Helps integrate new technology within existing IT infrastructure
%

37

22%
Poor support services

Demonstrates expertise in our industry

36%
Oﬀers software applications specific to our industry

31%

22%
Don’t understand our business needs

21%
Too many partners

Oﬀers a turnkey solution

20%

The competitive landscape for enterprise 5G
services
CSPs are likely to face many competitors for the provision of 5G
services depending on the size of the enterprise, the use case
being targeted, and the industry. The findings reveal where that
competition will come from, but also indicate where rewarding
partnerships may be found.
While small businesses can readily imagine working with a mobile operator to implement 5G FWA, the provider landscape is more complex
for higher-value use cases. Competitors will range from other CSPs
and ISPs, to tech giants like Amazon and Google, to more specialized
businesses like security service providers, app developers, connected
equipment manufacturers, and automotive OEMs and dealers.
With large businesses particularly, the strongest competition is likely
to come from systems integrators who act as strategic partners to
their industry customers, developing customized solutions to tackle
specific business goals and challenges.
However, this doesn’t mean there’s less opportunity for CSPs in the
large industry segment. As we’ve seen throughout this report, there
will be interesting opportunities to partner with specialist providers
to deliver 5G-enabled services – particularly where those providers
can leverage CSP strengths.

17%

Our survey revealed that the cost of IT services is by far the biggest
challenge across all sizes and types of company. CSPs could respond
by competing on price, but a more sustainable strategy might be to
provide a demonstrably better service for the same cost – or even
more.
That’s especially true as organizations also revealed frustrations with
various aspects of service quality – from poor communication to a lack
of understanding of their needs. CSPs’ support and service capabilities,
combined with a clear understanding of the customer’s industry and
business, could see them become trusted and valued partners.

The competitive landscape is complex
in enterprise segments, but there are
opportunities for CSPs to partner and
to leverage their strengths in customer
service and support .

When we asked respondents what would make them more likely
to partner with a CSP, almost half indicated technical support and
outstanding customer service as highly valued capabilities. CSPs
should ensure that they’re able to deliver a superior customer
experience as a way to differentiate from the competition.
CSPs can also leverage customer frustrations with their existing
technology partners to offer a more attractive proposition.
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Conclusions and
recommendations
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Conclusions and
recommendations
The survey reveals significant near-term
and medium-term opportunities for CSPs
keen to move into the industry space and
offer higher-value services that leverage
5G’s unique features.
Although every CSP’s plans will be different, these are some key takeaways from our
research to bear in mind when drawing up go-to market plans:
Industries are deploying 5G now, with 47% currently planning for it and 30%
investing. Organizations with 500+ employees and $5-10m revenue are the largest
immediate market. CSPs should also develop well-crafted marketing and sales
campaigns that outline the opportunity for individual sectors and organizations to
spur further adoption.

Next steps

Video surveillance is the most popular use case overall, but FWA for SMBs is an
encouraging early opportunity as it builds on CSPs’ existing services and expertise.
COVID-19 may also accelerate investment in 5G-enabled remote controlled
machinery, cloud robotics, VR and AR.
Energy and manufacturing are the most promising verticals, with budgets and
resources to invest now, and a high appreciation of the benefits that 5G can deliver
for efficiency, quality, safety and productivity. Premises security also promises
interesting opportunities for sales and partnerships.

Read our consumer report:

The competitive landscape is complex, especially in the large industry segment.
However, there are new partnership opportunities for CSPs as well as opportunities
to leverage economies of scale and existing strengths in customer service and
support. Vertical expertise will be key to success.

The value of 5G services:
Consumer perceptions and the opportunity
for CSPs

More than anything, this study shows that there’s a bright future for 5G in the
industry market, and a bright future for CSPs who are able to develop in-house
industry expertise, and most importantly, help enterprises understand how 5G can
benefit their business.

Learn more about 5G use cases
https://www.nokia.com/networks/5g/use-cases/

Schedule a presentation
Please contact us to discuss the findings of this
research in more detail.
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Appendix:
The data in this report is drawn from a survey of 1,020 IT decision-makers conducted by
Parks Associates for Nokia and completed in January 2020. The respondent base breaks
down as follows:
Geographical distribution: 519 respondents in the US, 501 in the UK
Company size: 50+ respondents in small, medium, and large industries in each market:
■ Small business (1-49 employees)
■ Medium business (50-499 employees)
■ Large business (500+ employees)
Vertical sector: 50+ respondents in each market for each vertical sector surveyed:
■ Energy
■ Retail
■ Manufacturing
■ Government/public safety
■ Automotive/transportation
■ Media/advertising
■ Education
NOTE: Decision-makers were asked only about the 5G use cases relevant to their
organization and sector, as follows:

Survey (US, UK)
SMB
Fixed Wireless Access
Video surveillance and
detection

Energy

Manufacturing

x
x

Connected machinery and
cloud robotics

x

x
x

Gvt/public
safety

Auto/
transportation

Media/
advertising

x

x

x

x

x

Immersive experiences

Autonomous vehicles

Retail

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

The margin of error for results based on the full sample is +/- 4%
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